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Carry on remains the theme in fixed income and markets more generally. The Fed’s repeated retreat from 
earlier hawkish advances, coupled with the ECB and BoJ’s ongoing war against positive yields and the BoE’s 
bazooka following Brexit, has restored faith that central banks remain at least committed to short-term market 
stability / liquidity provision, even if there is less conviction their actions will be effective in achieving their 
stated economic objectives. While the economic outcomes in developed economies over recent years have 
been benign (modest growth, low inflation), they’ve clearly underwhelmed versus the stimulus applied – 
against which a whole chorus of calls for a wholesale change in policy approach has arisen. For the most part 
the rallying cry is that fiscal policy could be more effective in stimulating investment, and ultimately generating 
inflation, than monetary policy has been.  While a shift towards fiscal policy could potentially be a game-
changer at some point and trigger a whole unravelling of various market conditions predicated on central bank 
support, at this point the probability of it occurring is too low and the timing too distant for markets to be 
sufficiently worried. 
 
While carry / yield seeking behaviour is likely, without an obvious catalyst for change, to continue for some 
time, we need to be vigilant against complacency. There’s a growing gap between what investors are asking 
bonds to do for them (keep delivering strong returns with low volatility and minimal forward risk) and the 
mathematical realities that low yields entail. Even without a big selloff in bonds the return versus risk tradeoff 
for fixed income is changing, with implications for both the way fixed income portfolios as standalone, and 
broader portfolios in which fixed income is a component, are managed.  
 
With little change in market levels or tone over August there has been little change in our broad views and only 
some minor positioning changes. We remain cautious on duration risk given the level of yields and the growing 
mismatch between the rewards on offer and the risk inherent in benchmark interest rate exposure. We did 
over the course of FY2016 moderate the size of our relative duration short in acknowledgement of the likely 
persistence of the ‘low for longer’ environment – in part due to the anchoring effect of low cash rates - but 
have been careful to keep portfolios protected against the possibility of a capital-impairing rise in yields. We’ve 
done this by retaining a meaningful relative duration short, blended with a range of other positions – including 
exposure to yield curve steepening and inflation linked bonds - that play to a similar theme but add diversity 
and allow us to better manage the tradeoffs between delivering absolute and benchmark-relative outcomes. 
Similarly we’re being a little more nimble in the way we move positions around within what are at the moment 
very tight market ranges - an example of which is the way we’ve rebuilt our duration short over July and 
August back to 0.8years from 0.5years at the end of June. 
 
Compositionally our duration exposure remains long Australia in absolute terms (and about neutral to 
benchmark), with shorts in the US, where pricing for the Fed tightening cycle remains very modest, and in 
Germany, where valuations (with the curve out beyond 10yrs trading at negative yields) are extreme. 
Australian bonds outperformed over August around the RBA cut and despite continuing to prefer Australian 
duration over global we trimmed our Australian exposure a little in the month. We also took profit on our small 
long Gilts position initiated after the British referendum. With yield curves pricing very little (or negative) 
compensation for term risk we are positioned with a steepening bias, reflected mainly in the Australian curve 
with a small offset through flattening exposure at the back end of the US curve. Similarly our sectoral 
exposures to semis and supras, while at about benchmark weight, are targeted to the best points of value on 
their respective curves. Over August we added to our semi government holding through buying back some 
exposure to Western Australia after their prolonged underperformance versus other states. We also added 
marginally to our recently-initiated inflation-linked position with inflation protection at its cheapest since the 
depths of the GFC. 
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Our exposure to credit is modest in both an absolute sense (at about 20% of the portfolio) and relative to the 
diminished benchmark exposure (11%). While credit valuations are ok relative to stretched government bond 
valuations, most of the expected outperformance from here – given the material tightening in spreads that has 
occurred since early in the year – is likely to come via carry rather than capital gain. Accordingly we 
progressively reduced our allocation to credit over the June quarter, but have since held exposures steady. 
We hold a benchmark-neutral position to domestic investment grade corporates, and are accessing our small 
overweighting versus benchmark through exposures to subordination within the capital structure and 
mortgages. Our allocation to global credit is effectively at zero, with our preference being lower volatility, 
shorter tenor domestic exposures. Infrastructure and utilities are preferred sectoral exposures versus 
financials. Cash remains at a reasonably elevated level due both to our short duration and modest credit 
positioning, and remains strategically important to help provide defensiveness to the Portfolio against the 
challenges of the current environment. 
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